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Stories in this newsletter:

Central Office’s meeting
joined by Tommy & Tiggy

Rosi & Debbie saving the day
at Earlfield Lodge!

In the

Central Office had a meeting on Wednesday 22nd July and this meeting was
joined by Tiggy (Debbie’s dog) and Tommy (Rosi’s cat). Tiggy & Tommy were
welcomed into the meeting and made some valuable contributions, including
making us all smile!

Massive thanks to Debbie & Rosi for helping out with Earlfield Lodge payroll.
They have stepped in at short notice and have saved the day at Earlfield
lodge! Thanks again, Debbie & Rosi—teamwork at its best!
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Training with the HFL continues! We are now making the
most of our local parks and sports areas to train and
develop our football skills.

It was SH’s birthday! He had a King Arthur themed party,
where the house got together and re-enacted a scene
from King Arthur and feasted on a banquet fit for a King.
Everyone in the house took part, and they were visited by
the residents of Cintre House to celebrate. This was the
first time that the two households had been able to meet
since lockdown, so it was quite the celebration.
Happy birthday SH!

We went fishing! This is something that SH has said he has
wanted to do for a little while now, and as restrictions
were lifted, we were able to go out and do it!

The In-Via garden is in full bloom! All of the Garden
Projects hard work are paying off, as we have now been
able to harvest some of the tasty treats we had planted
earlier in the year. Using the crops from the garden, we
made a delicious vegetable soup! Making the most of the
sunshine, we enjoyed our soup in the garden in Bob’s
Barn.

We took a group trip to Weston-super-Mare to enjoy
some time by the beach. Although it was a windy day, that
didn’t stop us from enjoying some fish and chips.
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Longer sessions have

Coffee in the sunshine

July 2020

Cintre Point & Cintre House
garden collaboration!

returned

Over the last few weeks, Cintre Reachout has reinstated longer sessions, allowing us more
time to support service users. The management team spent a long time making sure all the
necessary safety precautions are in place, but this was balanced with taking into
consideration how the service users have been finding the lockdown period and the effect it
has been having on the their wellbeing. We understand how difficult it has been for some
people and with extra safety precautions, we can now support service users at home, with
shopping and to get on a bus. It’s been great to spend more time with the service users.
Today whilst NR was walking to the shops with key worker, Al, they saw these beautiful
hollyhocks!

Support workers are also now able to sit outside a café with a service user during a support
session. We know that some of our service users have really been missing coffee and the
social element of getting to be out in the community. There’s also a great benefit to a
change of scenery as different spaces can bring different perspectives to a situation.

Since April this year, Al, a key worker for Cintre Point Bristol has been working in
collaboration with Cintre House to help the residents with the garden during lockdown. The
residents have done an amazing job at planting and maintaining the garden with the
enthusiasm and support of all the Cintre House staff. Gardening can have a positive effect on
individual’s wellbeing due to the natural relaxation that comes from being out in nature and
the confidence developed through acquiring new skills.
Once all lockdown restrictions have been eased and it is safe for all services to come
together we hope to open this up to other service users to create a social and engaging space
focused on relaxation and learning.
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The Stables

The Office

Our Creative Room

Creative Room

We are back.
The Stables in Weston-super-Mare opened its doors again on 1st July 2020, and we
completed our move and set up.
Office furniture now in place, still have some things to put up on the walls, and make it feel a
little more like home, but overall, we are excited to open our doors, to welcome everyone in
the near future when restrictions have been lifted of course.

We have been working hard engaging with our service users, either through telephone calls ,
trying to encourage interaction virtually, or by socially distanced face-to-face support
sessions, meeting in open public spaces.
We are now moving to the next phase and busy this month, planning our face-to-face
sessions, in our service users’ homes, looking at using public transport, and using our new
facilities, and what needs to be put in place to ensure we are working safely.
Here is Penny working with SL, as you can see, we have one very happy service user, glad to
be back to some form of normality.
We also have to say a fond farewell to Natalie Winter, who has been successful in securing a
new role within Cintre (Assistant Deputy Manager) in our supported living division.
Natalie has been working for Cintre for over 15 years, which we think demonstrates her
commitment!
Thank you Natalie for all your hard work, and support you have given to our community
services. We wish you every success in your new role.
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This month we have been continuing to keep up with our
daily exercise routine. We have been making the most of the
local Clifton Downs and enjoying ice cream in the sun!

We have also been exploring Bristol and enjoying walks
along the harbourside.

This month we had a Harry Potter themed week! This week
was packed full of activities, such as potion making, and
received house points to celebrate our achievements.

During the rainy days, we have been practicing self-care and
using facemasks to have a pamper day!

TP has been amazing us with his cooking skills. He has been
baking a lot throughout lockdown and has now began to
make meals for the other residents. Here you can see a
delicious spinach and paneer curry!
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